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Hedong Weis family began to blossom in Wei and Jin dynasty,and became one of 
the first-class families during West Jin dynasty.The Weis family went through a lot of 
political changes. It developed from near power core to decline,and became the victim 
of political fightings at last.Weis family cost much for them.Although Weis family’s 
political rank was high,the family decayed rapidly.So there are little accademic papers 
about the Hedong Weis family,and scholars haven’t given enough attention.But this 
family have played important role in Wei and Jin dynasty’s political history and 
calligraphy history.Further more,Weis family made great contribution at every 
historical turning point.This dissertation will try to discuss Hedong Weis family’s 
blossom and decline,tradition and trait,and literary achievement according to authentic 
historical materials.The whole structure and contents are as following: 
The introduction will generally discuss the Weis family’s blossom and decline, 
summarize the research situation on Hedong Weis family,and tell the research goal of 
this dissertation. 
Chapter One investigates the Chenliu Weis and Hedong Weis’each source,and 
presents the Weis family’s booming and features by stating the family’s political 
rank,marry,friends,and family people’s excellance. 
Chapter two discusses Weis family’s tradition and trait,especially expounding its 
calligraphy,and presents the family’s elegance from vertical angle,the calligraphy’s 
booming at that time from the horizontal angle .Finally summerizes the Hedong Weis 
family’s contribution in calligraphy’s spread. 
Chapter three focuses on Weis family’s art and literature’s achievements,then 
analyzes their works’ literary feature and value.At the same time,discusses Wei Heng 
and Mrs Wei’s works on calligraphy,deeply researches their aesthetics thoughts and 
literary meanings. 
The part of conclusion will sum up the main contents and views of the whole 
dissertation. 
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